


Beetle supports all the ways your people work: inside or 

outside a meeting room, for long sessions or short bursts of 

creative energy. Designed for creative collaborators, Beetle is 

at the vanguard of a new standard of seating that looks better, 

feels better, and performs better.

Economy, high build quality and superlative comfort - features 

that impeccably mirror the soul of the Beetle. It has a strong 

yet flexible exoskeleton and mesh back provide proper 

posture and support for both lumbar and upper back.

The Beetle chair perfectly 

complements modern offices 

which reflects a high-performance 

workspace. At your home, Beetle 

not only gives you an ergonomic 

comfort, but it also gives you a 

never-seen-before look.

The lumbar support is contoured to fit snugly to the lower back 

and can be height adjusted to suit individual preferences. Beetle's 

moulded frame features a carefully profiled winged back that 

provides a firm support to the shoulders as well as the upper back.

The generously sized special adjustable armrests can be adjusted 

for optimum stress relief. The height of the soft PU pads can be 

changed as per individual requirements.

Specially designed polyester mesh with high 
bi-directional tensile strength.

Stable five prong base is available in black glass 
reinforced nylon as well as aluminum.

The moulded frame winged back not only gives 
strength to the chair but also provides upper back 
and postural support.

Easily accessible and height adjustable lumbar pad 
is layered with foam to provide optimum comfort 
for the back.

Beetle comes fitted with a Synchro mechanism 
with single point locking which allows relative 
motion between the seat and back thus ensuring 
enhanced seating comfort
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DIMENSIONS

20 inches
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